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Abstract. In this paper we study the computational complexity of sets of different densities in 
NP. We show that the detemlinistic computation time for sets in NP can depend on their density 
if and only if there is a collapse or partial collapse of the corresponding higher nondeterministic 
and deterministic time bounded complexity classes. We show also that for NP sets of different 
densities there exist complrete sets of the corresponding density under polynomial time Turing 
reductions. Finally, we qhow that these results can be interpreted as results about the complexity 
of theorem proving and proof presentation in axtomatized mathematical systems. This interpreta- 
tion relate5 fundamental questIons about the complexity of our intellectual tools to basic structural 
problems aboLt P, NP, CoNP and PSPA~T, discussed in this paper. 
Iatrductifm 
The general motivation for this work is the Aleed and desire to understand what 
makes the solution of NP problems hard, provided Pf NP. The fundamental 
question is whether the deterministic omputation time required to solve NP prob- 
lems could depend on the density of the set of problems under consideration. In 
other words, is the problem of finding satisfying assignments for Boolean formulas 
in conjunotive normal form, SAT, computationally hard because there are exponen- 
tially many formulas up to size n and that no one single method can solve them all 
easily? Or is the satisfiability problem still hard if we consider only ‘thinned out’ 
sets of formulas whose density is much lower than exponential? 
It has been shown recently that the structural properties of lower density sets in 
NP are directly determined by the relations between tke corresponding higher 
deterministic and nondeterministic time bounded complexity classes. We cite one 
such result next [S, 91. 
A set S is said to be sparse if S contains only polynomially many elements up 
to size rr, i.e., (S n (e -+- ;)“I d d + k Let 
NEWTIME = U NTIME[~‘“], EXPTIME = IJ TIME[~~“] 
“ 2 I iY3l 
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and 
EX~~SPACE = iJ SPMx( T”‘). 
Theorem A. 7ibere exist sparse sets in NP- P i,f and only if NEXPTIME # EXPTIME. 
For related results about tally sets, see [5]. 
In the present paper we continue this study and show that the deterministic 
computation speed of sets in NP can depend on their density if and only if the 
corresponding higher deterministic and nondeterministic complexity classes have 
collapsed or partially collapsed. 
We first show that there are sets of prescribed densities in NP and PSPACE which 
are complete under polynomial time Turing reductions for all other sets of the same 
density in NP and PSPACE, respectively. We cite one such result. 
Theorem B. There exists a sparse set So in NP such that all other sparse sets in N P 
we in P’o. 
This completeness result contrasts with the well-known results by Mahaney [I I] 
and Karp and Lipton [IO]. The first result asserts that if there .exists a sparse, 
many-one complete set for NP, then P = NP. The Karp-Liptop result shows that if 
there exists a sparse set S such that NPc P”, then the polynomial time hierarchy 
collapses to ET. Our results show that as long as we restrict ourselves to sparse sets 
in NP, there exist sparse complete sets. At the same time it is interesting to note 
that the same results do not seem to hold for CoNP, or at least they do not hold 
for relativized CoNP computations whereas the above results also hold for relativized 
NP computations [9]. We also show that there are reiativized computations for 
which there do not exist sparse sets in NP which are complete for all other sparse 
sets in NP under many-one polynomial time reductions. 
From Theorem R we immediately obtain a proof of the previously known Theorem 
A as well as new results about the relation between partial collapse of higher 
deterministic and nondeterministic <omputativns and the recognition speed of sparse 
sets. 
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From all these results we see that the deterministic time complexily of sets in NP 
can depend on their density if and only if the corresponding higher deterministic 
and nondeterministic time classes have suffered a collapse or partial collapse. Since 
it is our thesis that the density of sets in NP and PSPACE cannot affect their 
comport..tion time, we are lead to the generalized complexity hypothesis. This conjec- 
ture asqerts for NP (i.e., the generulited NP hypothesis) that SAT requires roughly 
determ+ctic exponential time and that the deterministic recognition time of sets , 
in NP does not depend on their density. This clearly implies, because of our results, 
that the higher deterministic and nondeterministic time classes have not even p;.,rtially 
collapsed. For example, we conjecture that there exist sets in NEXPTIME which 
rf,quire roughly doubly exponential deterministic recognition time. The generalized 
PSPACT hy~othesiv ersus P as well as NP is formulated similarly. 
Intuitively, the generalizcid NP hypothesis asserts that the computational difficulty 
of finding assignments for Boolean formulas in SAT does not stem from the existence 
of the aggregate of such formulas, but that the difficulty is inherent even in very 
sparse subsets of SAT. 
We give an interpretation of these results in terms of the computational complexity 
of doing mathematics. We assume that we are using Peano Arithmetic, F. Let 
L, = {THEOREM: “Statement of result”. PROOF: !%I IThere is a proof 
of length k or less of the statecl theorem in F}. 
It is easily seen that L, is an NP complete set. 
Similarly the set 
L2 = (THEOREM: “Statement of result”. PRESENTATION OF PROOF: 
6’0 IThere is a proof of the stated theorem in F which can 
be presented on tape of length br} 
is PSPACE complete. By presentation of proof we mean a formal writing down of 
the proof so that a simple proof checker can guarantee that the theorem has a proof, 
but we can erase any part of the proof not needed later. Thus, when the presentation 
is completed, the verifier knows that a proof exists, but there may not be a complete 
proof written down. 
Clearly, PSPACE f NP if and only if Lz IZ NP and this happens if and only if in 
Peano Arithmetic there are infinitely man) theorems for which the difference in the 
length of the shortest proof and the space needed to present a proof is not poly- 
nomially bounded. 
Similarly, the same relationship wiii hold for sparse subsets of L2 which are in 
PSPACE, even if we are allowed to design specialized proof systems for these restricted 
subsets, if and only if EXPSPACE~ NEXPTIME. 
Corollary D. There exist sparse sets in PSPACE - NP if and only if EXPSPACE Z 
NEXPTIME, and the quantitative difirence between proof length and length of proof 
presentation depends on the quantitative diflerence between EXPSPACE and NEXPTIME. 
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Furthermore, we observe that the existence of sparse subsets of tautologies in 
CoNP- N J3 implies that for these sparse subsets we cannot design special proof 
rules to prove in polynomial length that they are tautologies. This is so because if 
a sparse subset of TAUT is not in NP, then we know that there cannot exist a proof 
system which proves these formulas to be tautologies with polynomially long proofs. 
We prove the following result. 
Theorem E. There exists a sparse set S in P such that 
[f and only if 
CONE~PTKIE f NEXPTIME. 
Thus, if and only if CoNExPTlME f NEXPTIME can we find a syntactically restricted 
sparse subset (a sparse set S in P) of Boolean formulas for which we cannot find 
a good proof system that would yield polynomially long proofs for formulas in 
S n TAUT. Furthermore, the actual length of the possible (not polynomially bounded ) 
proofs for S n TAUT is given by the disparity between CONEXPTIME and NENPTIMF;. 
Now, let PSIZE denote the class of languages which have polynomial size circuits 
(see, for instance, [lr]). Using similar methods we show that ESPSPA~X # EXIBTIME 
if and only if there exists a language in PSPAOI which is not in P, but has polynomial 
size circuits. Formally, we can state the following theorem. 
Theorem F 
As pi corollary we get an ‘upward separation’ result as follows. 
As an application, we could have (‘ = R or c‘ =z BPP. ( R and BPP are probabilistic 
polynomial time classes. They are defined in 171. There, R is called VPP.) 
From the above comments we see that the classic problems about P 2 N P 2 PLAIT, 
NPZ CoNP etc., are laeally questions about the complexity of our intellectual tools, 
namely mathematics. Correspondingly, our work tries to address the fundamental 
question of what makes these problems hard and whether restricting them to subsets 
of lower density can make them simpler to compute. Our results show that the lower 
density problems can become cor.~putstionally easier than the unrestricted probletns 
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if and only if there is a partial collapse of the differences between the corresponding 
higher complexity classes. 
1. Sparse complete sets and the structure of NP 
In this section we show that the computational complexity of sets of different 
densities in NP and PSPACE are completely determined by the relations between 
the corresponding higher complexity classes. 
The maitt too: in this study will be the existence of sparse sets in NP which are 
complete for all other sparse sets in NP. Let d T denote polynomial time Turing 
reducibility. 
Theorem 1.1. Jr)ere exim a tally set S,, in N P, SO c I*, such that all sparse sets in 
NP are ST reducible lo St,, i.e. 
(S 1 S sparse and w NP} E P% 
Proof. Let A be a complete set of NEXPTIME under many-one linear time reductions 
anti [et 
S,,=TAL~ Y(A)={~“~uE IA}. 
Note that S,,C NP. 
Let S be a sparse set in NP, say 
Is n (P + -‘,“I d &+ k,,. 
Then the set 
R={(n, r)lk\~.+l;)“]arl( isin NEXPTIME, 
since for n and r represented in binary one has enough nondeterministic time to 
guess r strings in S, r - C n4)+ ko, and verify that they are in S. Hence, B is many 
one linear time reducible to A, and the corresponding set 
B’={(l”, l’)lJSn(e+E)“l~ r} 
is polynomial time many-one reducible to St,. Hence, WE P% Since P’o is closed 
under complement we s*e that . 
B”={(l”, I’~~)IIS~\(F+~)“I=~.,} isinP% 
Thus in P”II we can compute the exact number of elements in S up to size n, 
namaly r,,. 
Furthermore, the set 
and IX/ = n and the kth digit of x is d]} 
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is in NEXPTIME since in nondeterministic time 2’” one can guess the appropriate 
strings, verify that they satisfy the required conditions and are in S. But thzn the 
corresponding set C’ obtained by replacing (n, i, j, k, d) by ( I “, 1 i, I.‘, I’, d) is in PSI, 
by the same argument used io show that B’G P’o. Since B” is in P’~J, for any x such 
that 1x1= rr we can compute r, and ihen, using C’, check for I 6 is r,, 1 6j~ r, 
such that i +j = r,, whether x = .xi for Xi in S. Therefore we conclude that 
s E PS,, 
as was to be shown. Cl 
Later in this paper we will investigate the possibility that there exists an S,C_ I” 
which is many-one complete for all sparse sets in N?, and show that there exist 
relativized computations for which this is not true (though Theorem 1.1 holds for 
relativized computations). 
From the first theorem we immediately obtain a known result about the collapse 
of higher deterministic and nondeterministic time bounded complexity classes [8,9], 
as well as a set of new results about partial collapse of these classes. 
Corollary 1.2. Ex PTI M E = N ox PTI M E [f attd on/y if there me no spwse sets in N P - P. 
Proof. If EXPTIME = NE> PI-IME. then a complete set A of Nr:s~-rIME is in EXPTIMF. 
and therefore TALLY(A) ;= So is in P. But then all sparse sets in NP are in P. 
Conversely, if a sparse set S is in NP- P, then St, is not in P hence A ti E~PTIM~: 
and therefore EXPTIME f NEXPTIME. c1 
We say that a set S is P-printable if and only if for input I” in polynomial time 
we can print all the elements of S up to size 11. Clearly, every P-printable set is 
sparse and in P. 
Similarly, we define a set S to be NP-printable if and only if there exists a 
nondeterministic polynomial time machine such that for input In there exists a 
computation which prints exactly all the elements of S of length at most n, and 
every computation either prints exactly those elements or halts with indication of 
failure to print. Clearly, every NP-printable set is sparse and in NPnCoNP. 
The proofs of the previous results yield the following. 
Corollary 1.3. EXPTIME = NEX~TIM E iJ’ and only if ec’ery sparse set in NP is P- 
printable. 
Proof. If every sparse set in NP is P-printable, then clearly every such set is in P. 
Hence EXPTIME = NEXPTIME [9]. Conversely, suppose that EXPTIME = NEXPTIME, 
and let S be a sparse set in NP. Then SE P [93. Let 
S’= (( I”, l’)IpsfT(F +iEyp r}. 
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S’ is a sparse set in NP, hence, by [9], S’E P. Since P is closed under* complement, 
we see that 
SS={(I”, lr)Ipn(F+,r)“l= r} 
is in P. 
Now let 
S”’ = { ( 1 “, 1: I ‘, I” ) 1 the ith (in lexicographic order) element of S 
has length at most ~a, nd its kth digit is d}. 
S”’ is clearly sparse. S”’ is also in NP: Using S” we can in deterministic polynomial 
time compute r = ISh (F + Z)“l. Then we can guess distinct xl, x2, . . . , x, of length 
3t most n (x,<x,<- l -=: x~), and verify that Ti E S (I <j s r). Thus we can check 
whether Xi has kth digit d. Since NEXPI-IME= EXFTIME, S”‘E P by [9]. Using S”’ it 
is clear that we can print S n (e + 2 )” in time polyrmomial in n. q 
Next we show that the upward separation method yields necessary and sufficient 
conditions also for YP-printability. 
Thesrem 1.4- NWXTIME = CONEXPTIMI lf and onfy if every sparse set in NP is 
N P-pri~tab/e 
Proof. Assume NEXPTIMF =-CONENFTIME, let S be a sparse set in NP and define 
where R and i are represented in binary. Clearly, for any (n, i) in nondeterministic 
exponential time a machine can guess i different strings up to size n and verify that 
they are in S. Therefore, L is in NEXPTIME and since NF,XPTIME= CONEXPTIME 
we can use a nondeterministic exponential time machine to check if (n, i1 is in E. 
Clearly i,-ISn(e+E)“I is given by (n, i,,)e L and (n, i,+ I)E E. Thus we see that 
and therefore 
L”-{(I”, i,,~((Sn(F~~)“(=i,,~~NP. 
But then a nondeterministic polynomial time machine for input 1” can print 
by first guessing i,, and verifying that it is a correct guess and then guessing i, 
distinct strings of S of length at most n and printing them if the guess is verified 
(if not the machine fails to print). Thus S is NP-printable. 
Assume that every sparse set in NP is NP-printable and let A be a set in NEXPTIME. 
ThenTALLY(A)={l”I n E 1A) is a sparse set in NP and therefore NP-printable, but 
then T.;\L.LY( A) is also in NP and we see that .& is in NEXPTIME. But then 
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CONEXPTIMEG NEXPTIME and therefore 
CONEXPTIME = NEXFTIME. El 
From Theorem 1.4 we can obtain a further characterization of the NEXPTIME = 
CONEXPTIME collapse. 
Corollary 1.5. NEXPTIME = CONEXPTIME ifand only g for all sparse set S in NP, s 
is in NP. 
Proof. Since NEXPTIME=CONEXPTIME implies that S in NP is NP-printable by 
Theorem 1.4: we immediately see that s’ is in NP. 
Conversely, if, for every sparse set T in NP, F is also in NP, then we see that 
for any sparse set S in NP the set 
k”={(l”, i,)IISn(E+,V)“i=in} isin NP 
and therefore S is NP-printable. Therefore, 
NEXPTIME = CONEXPTIME 
by Theorem I .4. 0 
Next we show that a partial collapse of the higher deterministic and nondeterminis- 
tic complexity classes directly determines the computation time of the lower density 
sets in NP and PSPMX. We first prove, as an example, a special case of our general 
result. 
Theorem 1.6. For all k > 1, NEXPTIME c UC:-_, TIME$?.~‘] jf and only ifall sparse sets 
in NP are in 
Proof. If NEXPTIME E UC. _, TIME[?‘“*], then, for a complete set A of NESPTIME., 
TAL_LY( A) = So is in TIktE[2d”“g”“] = T1b~E[nC”‘crgri’L ‘I. 
But then by Theorem 1.1 every sparse set S in NP is in P$ and 
SE P*‘or U Tt~t$~r~~‘~‘g”” 1. 
(’ 2 1 
Conversely, it’ every sparse set of NP is in 
U TrME[n“““R n)‘-‘3, 
(’ -z 1 
then so is So and we see that 
A E TIME[?] 
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for some r. But then 
NEXPTIMEG tJ TIME[~~~‘]. 
c*l 
Cl 
Related results can easily be derived for PSPACE versus NP and PSPACE versus 
P. More specifically, for all k z 1, EXPSPACE s UCz I NI-IME[~~‘~] if and only if all 
sparse sets in PSPACE are in Ural NTIME[~I”‘~~ n)k-‘]. EXPSPACE c UCzI TIME[~‘~~] 
if and only if all sparse sets in PSPACE are in UC=, TIME[~“~~ ‘)‘-‘]. 
The above results can easily be generalized to any well behaved computation times. 
Theorem 1.7. Let f(n) 2 n be nondecreasing and fully-time-constructible. Then: 
(1) NEXPTIMEG UdaI ‘TIME[~“(~“~+~‘) ] if and only [fever?, sparse set in NP is in 
Udz, TIME[~~“‘~‘~~‘~+~“]. 
(2) CONEXPTIMEE Udrl N-I-IME[~~(‘~““+~‘) ] if and only if the complement qf every 
sparse set in NP is in udal N-~IME[~““‘~ ‘og”+“)‘]. 
Results about Fets of higher than polynomial density are correspondingly related 
to higher compkxity classes below exponential time. 
We say that a set S has density C( n) if 
(Sn(f+r)nlQr(m). 
Theorem 1.8. 7%ere are no a( n) = I?‘~ n dense sets in 
PSPACE-NP 
if and only if 
u SPACE[2L’k “] = u NTIw[~~~~]. 
a’ -a I r-l 
We can derive similar results for NP if we assume that our lower density sets are 
uniformly distributed. This property was introduced in [9]: A set A of density S(n) 
is called unijLwnly distributed if and only if every interval of length 2”/5( n) contains 
at most polynomially many elements of A of length at most n, where an interval is 
any set of,strings consecutive in the lexicographic ordering of C*. 
Theorem 1.9. 73ere are nu U( rt ) = n’Og ’ unijorm!r, dense sets in N P - P if and onl_y if 
IJ TIME[~“~~] = LJ N-riME[2CY’], 
< .-- I (’ z 1 
and in this cuse 
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Finally, we list an illustrative result about partial collapse of subexponential 
complexity 4asses. 
Theorem 1.10. CJc_l, SPACE[~~\ “]c_ &.., TIME[~““~] if and onl}v if’ all C( 11) = n’““” 
dense sets of PSPACE are in 
U TIME[n(‘(lOa’)‘-‘]. 
C’.‘ I
2. On many-one complete sparse sets 
The existence of a tally set SO in NP such that all other sparse sets in NP are in 
P%p raises the question whether there exists a tally set which is many-one polynomial 
time complete for all sparse sets in NP. 
Our results show that there exist relativized computations for which no tally sei 
S,, can be complete for all sparse sets in NP under many-one reductions. At the 
same time, it is easily seen that Theorem I. I holds for relativized computations and 
therefore for any oracle A there exists a sparse set complete for all other qparse 
sets in NP” under Turing reducibility. 
Let s [, denote polynomial time many-one reducibility. Let IF denote the Z-levels 
of the exponential hierarchy, i.e., 
We first prove a technical result which shows that for some oracle .A there do 
not exi>,t t:llly sets which art‘ Y !&wmplete for all sparse sets in NP”. 
S, I= {(F;, .Y, I/ F, c S at~d s, is the minimal solution of F,) 
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Let 
Sz = (( I “, l’, 1’1, d, 1’2, d’) 1 the k,th binary digit of 5 is d and the 
kzth binary digit Of Xj is d’, and lel= n and k, < n]. 
Clearly S, is sparse. Also S2 E Zp: A X2 machine can in polynomial tinie, given 
(1 “, lj, l&i,& 1 k, d’), existentially guess forjnulas G,, G2, . . . , G, (r aj) of length at 
most n (G,cG,.: l l l < G,) such that th& k,th digit of Gj is d and IGil= n, and 
verify that all of them are in S. Then guess a solution Xj of Gj whose k,th digit is 
d’ and verify that it is a solution. Then universally verify that every formula G of 
length at most n such that G L (G,, G2, . . . , G,} is not in S (since SE NP, the 
predicate G R! S is in CoNP and can be verified by a II: machine). Thus it is 
c:stablished that G, = Fr Then universally verify that, for every x c xi, x is not a 
solution of F, 
Thus indeed S2 is in 2;. Let A, be obtained from S2 by replacing 
(I”, I’, I”I, d, 15, d’) by (n,j, k,, cl, k2, d’). Then A&i:. Given (n, j, k,, d, k3, d’), 
compute (I”, V, 1 , , ‘1 d 1% d’) in deterministic exponential time. Then check whether 
( 1”. l’, 1 ki, cl, 1%. d’) is in’& by a 2Zp oracle machine with SAT as an oracle (since 
S+ xg=cp’SAT) ). Since the length of ( l”, l’, 1 kl, d, 1’2, d’) is bounded by an ex- 
ponential in the length of (n, j, k,, d, k2, d’) we immediately see that A2 is accepted by 
a EF oracle 1.\a&k~; with oracle SAT. Now, since we have assumed NEXPTIME”“~= 
NE~YTIME, tie conclude thzlt A+ NEXPTIME, hence S2 E NP. Hence also S, E NP: 
given(F,=)where)~I=n,guessa.i.j~n”’+w(whereISn(&+~“)l~n~+W).Then 
for Isk , s IF), I s k, 6 lxjl verify that ( 1 n, I’, 1 kl, dk,, 13, d;,) E S2, where d,, is the 
k,th digit of F and d& is ihe k,th digit of x. This proves that F = Fi and x = xj 
Thus indeed S, E NP as was to be shown. For fi in S let Ff denote F;: with its first 
k variables, 0 5 k 6 Ix,I, filled in with the values of its minimal solution X, (we choose 
our syntax so that IF”1 = 1 F,I). Then 
is seen to be a sparse set in NP, since S, is in NP. 
We now use a modification of Berman’s tree search method [2] to decide S in 
polynomial time using S’s 1, S,,C 1*. There exists a function g, computable in 
polynomial time such that (WY E X*)(x E S’@g(x) E S,,). Also 
(F,zlz2.. .z,)ES’ @ [(F,t,z,...z,O)ES’or(F,z,zZ...z,l)ES’]. (*) 
Given a formula F, first check whether FE T in polynomial time. Reject if Fe T. 
Otherwise, clearly F -z S e FE SAT. Perform a depth-first-search on the binary 
tree of self reductions [2, 1 l] of F which is defined as follows: The root is 14’. The 
left son of F is (F, 0) and the right son of F is (F, I). Inductively, given a node 
(F, zIz2. . . z,) of the tree where r < m, m being the number of variables in tht: 
formula F, then ( F, z,z2. . . z,) is a leaf if r = m. Otherwise, if Y < m, its left son ic 
(F,z,z,. . . z,O) and its right son is (F, zI z? . . . z, I ). 
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In our search, a left son of a node is always searched first. The tree is not 
constructed in advance. New nodes are constructed as they are searched. Each time 
a leaf ( F, x) is encountered, we check whether x is a solution of E Since the leaves 
are encountered in lexicographic order, the first solution encountered must be the 
minimal solution of F. Hence by (*) above, any modi’cation of the search which will 
avoid searching some subtrees whose root is not in S’ will still arrive at this minimal 
solution if F C-Z S. Hence we indeed use such a modification in order to complete the 
search in polynomial time. 
We add the following rules: 
( RI ) Every searched leaf (F, x) such that x is not a solution of F is marked by U 
(meaning that ( F, x) E S’h 
( R2) If the two sons of a node are marked U, mark this node by V. 
f R3 1 For each searched node (F, x) compute _Y = g(( F, x)). Mark the node by U if 
J’S I* or if j* = g(( F’, s’)) where (F’, s’) is already marked by U. 
( R4) After a node is marked by U, never search below this node. 
The above rules guarantee that the search will be completed in polynomial time 
[2, 1 I], either yielding the minimal solution of F, or determining that Fe S. cf 
Corollary 2.2. There exists an oracle A srrch that no tul(v set c-at1 be d [,-wmplete tbr 
ull sparse wts in N P”‘. 
Proof. Since there exists an or:tcle A such that [I 21 
;i relativized version of the previous lemma implies that there cannot exist a tally 
set *-- :,-complete for all sparse sets of NP.“. Izl 
Furthermore, from 19, Theorem 121 it follows that there esisls tin oracle A such 
that no tally set can he even s y-complete for all sparse sets in c NP”. 
3. The computational complexity of mathematics 
It is well known that the sets of provable theorems ofsulti~iently rich. konxttized 
nxtthematical systems form complete sets for the recursively enumeruhle sets under 
rec‘ur~iw reductions. Thus, intuitivel\;, we c;m s;q that the provable theorems in 
Pean~ Arithmetic form ;ti set which is computation~~lly as hard as any recursiveI> 
enumerable set. Unfortunately, this interpretation does not ~SAd any real insight 
about the computational complexity of doing mathematics. 
We believe that the proper formulation for the study of the computational 
complexitv of mathematics and therefore the study of the computational complexity _ 
of our intellectual tools in general. is by in\*estigatinp the difliculty of probing 
rhwrcms by hounding the length of the &hired proof. If we do this then, as will 
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be shown below, the questions about the computational complexity of the process 
of doing mathematics -finding proofs and presenting proofs-become questions 
about P, NP and PSPACT. 
Assume that we have an axiomatized formal system F, which could be Peano 
Arithmetic, and that we have given a ‘natural’ definition for the length of proofs 
and related concepts. 
Then it is easiljt seen that the set 
1 
--I = {THKOREM: “Statement of result”. PROOF: bk5 IThere is a proof 
of length k or less of the stated theorem in F) 
is NP-complete. 
Similarly the set 
L2 = {THEow~~~: “Statement of result”. PRESENTATION OF PROOF: 
h&C! IThere is a proof of the stated theorem in F which can be 
presented on tape of length k} 
is PsPr\c*t.-complete. By presettfation fprooj‘ we mean a formal writing down of the 
proof so that 3 simple (pol;vnomial time) proof checker can guarantee that the 
theorem has a I;roof, but we can erase any part of the proof not needed later. Thus, 
when the presentation is completed, the verifier knows that a proof exists, but there 
may not be a complete proof written cii~~ 
Clearly, PSIWX f ‘NP if and only if L1 is not in NP and this happens if and only 
if in Peano Arithmetic there are infinitely many theorems for which the difference 
in the length of the shortest proof and the space needed to present a proof is not 
polynomially bounded. 
The fundamental question is whether finding proofs of theorems in mathematics 
is hard because of the existence of the aggregate of all provable theorems so that 
no one method can prove them all easily or it is because ‘individual’ theorems are 
hard to prove. Since we cannot give precise mathematical meaning to ‘computational 
complexity’ of finding proofs for individual theorems, we preplace this question by 
questions about sparse or supersparse subsets of the sets L, and L2. Clearly this 
brings us right back to the main topic of this paper and shows that questions about 
spar\._ 01 subsets of NP - P, PSPAW. - N P and PSPACE - P are actually fundamental 
questions about the nature of mathematics. For example, we easily obtain the 
folk~wing result. 
In the study of proof techniques special attention has been given to proving a 
Boolean formula a tautology. Let 
Tw-~ -= ( Fi F Boolean formula in DNF such that (Vx)( F(x) = l)}. 
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Clearly, TAUT is a complete set for CoNP. We now prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. The following conditiow are equivalent : 
( 1) Some decision problem in CoNP is not in NP when restricted to solne si>arse 
domain S in P. c 
(2) For some sparse set S, in P M’e cannot design specit-sl proof rules which in 
pol\?nomial ength will prove for any tautology in S, that it is indeed a tautology. 
Proof. It is clear that ( 1 ), (2) are equivalent to ( I ‘), (2’) respectively: 
! I’) There exist A E CoNP and a sparse set SE P such that A n Se NP. 
(2’) There exists a sparse set S, E P such that TArjTn S, tf NP. 
Clearly (2’) implies ( 1’). Now suppose ( 1’) holds. Let Sz = A’ A S. S? is sparse. 
Since & NP and SE P, S+ NP. Now we claim that $a NP. This is shown as 
follows: Suppose sz E NP. Then also gz n SE NP. But 
S,f-d=bhAhS=Afd. 
So A n 5 E NP-a contradiction. So S-, is a sparse set in NP such that $ e NP. By 
Corollary I .5 this implies that NEXPTIME # CONEXPTIMF-. Hence clearly there exists 
a tally tcl T (T”c_ I*) in CoNP-NP. 8y [4] there exists a I-1 length increasing 
polynomisl time computable function 8 reducing T to TAM. 
Let 
s, = g( I::). 
Then S, is a sparse set in P which is, in fact, P-printable. Also $ reduces T to 
TAtF7.n S,. Hence Tarn S, g NP. i‘7 
The following theorem summarizes the connection between conditions ( I ) and 
(2) of Lemma 3.2 and the possibilitv of closure of Nt:sr>rlMt: under complement. ” 
Theorem 3.3. Tile f~hwing condi:tion.s art? equivalent: 
t I ) CONL~XPTIME # NEXIJTIME. 
(2) For some set L in CoNP and some sparse set S in P, L n S c CoNP- NP. 
(3) For some P-printable set S, ‘T’AIIT~ SE CoNP- NP. 
Proof. Clew-ly (3) implies (2). By the: proof of Lemma .X2, (2) implies ( I ) and 4s0 
( 1) implies (3). Cl 
4. PSVACI-: $ets with polynomial size circuits 
We prove the following separation remit. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let C be a class of languages uch that C = PSIZE and P1= C c PSPACE. 
Then, C Z P implies EXPSPAC-E f EX~TIME. 
Before we prove this theorem, we need a lemma. In the proof of the lemma we 
use a result due to Meyer (see [4]), that 
PSIZE = u p”. 
S qmrse 
Lemma 4.2. EXPSPACE f EXP-IIME (f and only if PSPAC‘E n PSIZE # P. 
Proof. If E~PPSPACE # EXPTIME, then there exists a tally set TE PSPACE - P. Clearly 
TE PsIzE. C’onversely, 9et L E P~PACE - p be in PSIZE. Then there exists In integer 
w and a family of circuits { Ci} accepting L such that, for all n, ICkl c n” + w. Now, 
for each II, let C, be the (lexicographically) minimal circuit accepting L A 2”. 
Clearly, 1CJ s n” + w. Also, given I II we can in space polynomial in n construct C,,. 
This is done by trying all possible circuits with n inputs and length at most n” + IV, 
in lexicographic order. For each such circuit we check for all strings x in 2’ whether 
s is in L if and only if s is ac,cepted by the circuit. This can be done in polynomial 
space since L E PVACE. The first such circuit which accepts exactly L, n 2” is the 
required C,,. By Meyer’s technique of converiing polynomial size circuits into a 
sparse or:tcle we then obtain a sparse set S in PSPACE such that L E P’. Hence 
St PSPACF. - P. By [9], ESISPACF. f EXPWME follows. q 
Theorem 4.1 follows from Lemma 4.2. 
As an application of Theorem 4. I, we could have C = R or C = BPP. From [7] 
we know that Pr R c BPPc Psr*.+j<:*h. In [I] it is proved that R c PSWE. This is 
strengthened by Bennet and Gill [3] to BPPc PSIZF.. Hence indeed if C k either R 
or BPP, C satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. 
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